Abstract. In this paper, a comprehensive literature review is presented regarding dynamic progressive buckling analyses of foam-filled hat section columns. The results obtained from a numerical simulation were in good agreement with the theoretical predictions. Remarks and analyses are given about the influence of aluminum foam filling in tubular-hat structures. The contribution of aluminum foam to increase both the crushing load and the mass specific energy absorption is significant. In addition, effects of geometrical parameters like wall thickness are discussed to study the role of thin walls in foam-filled hat sections.
1
Introduction -Literature Review
Crushing Resistance of Non-filled Hat Sections

Top-hat Section
Top-hat structures are divided into 'L' shaped elements as shown in Figure 1 from White, et al. [1] in order to study the axial crushing resistance. With the assumption of a perfectly plastic material, the mean static crushing force (P m ), folding wave length (2H) and rolling radius (r) [1] are presented in Eqs. (1) 
where t is the thickness of the column, L = (2a + 2b + 4f) and = 1 4 ⁄ with is yield stress.
Regarding the change of the flow stress in the structure, Wierzbicki, et al. [2] introduced a simplified approach through a power law approximation for strain hardening materials with ⁄ = ⁄ . The mean static crushing load, folding length and rolling radius of a popular mild steel ( = 0.3, = 0.1), including the variation of the flow stress, are shown in Eqs. (4) to (6) 
With respect to the impact crushing load, the empirical uniaxial constitutive equation of Cowper-Symonds is employed to evaluate material strain rate effects, thereby forming a connection between dynamic crushing force % and mean static crushing force as expressed in Eq. 
with the mean strain rate during axial crushing of an asymmetric superfolding element as expressed in Eq. (8) [3] :
where -= -/2 is the mean velocity, -is the impact velocity and 1 ⁄ = 1.36, / 0 = 0.73 , and 2/ 0 is the final length of a folding wave.
Finally, the mean impact crushing force for a top-hat section with strain hardening and strain rate sensitive according to White, et al . [1] is defined in Eq. 
The mean impact crushing force is computed by multiplying the mean static crushing force to strain rate factor. Abramowicz, et al. [3] predicted the strain rate for an asymmetric superfolding element under impact axial loading as
The mean impact crushing force 6 7 is determined with Eq.
(10):
where 6 8 is the mean static crushing force. and are employed by White et al. [1] from a theoretical prediction of static crushing to compute the strain rate and the mean impact force.
Wang, et al. [4] recognized that not only the mean impact crushing force can be found by the mean static crushing force multiplied with a coefficient relating to the strain rate, but the same procedure can also be applied to static circumstances. Thus, Wang, et al. [4] introduced a modification to the prediction of White, et al. [1] for top-hat and double-hat sections.
The mean impact crushing force for top-hat structures can be given as in Eq. 
From Eqs. (13) and (14), a system of two equations with two unknowns is created. A numerical iteration method is utilized to solve this system and then the mean impact crushing force is gained by substituting the values of and into Eq. (11).
Double-hat Section
The double-hat section is analyzed in a similar way to the top-hat section. In the model of White, et al. [1] , one layer of wrinkles comprises eight superfolding elements, as shown in Figure 2 . For a perfectly plastic material, the mean static crushing load is expressed as in Eqs. (15) to (17) [1] : 
In terms of material strain rate effects, the same procedure as used for top-hat structures is utilized to obtain the mean impact axial crushing force of a doublehat structure. Thus in Eq. (21) [1] :
Wang, et al. [4] modified the model of White et al. [1] and gave the expression of the mean impact crushing force for the double-hat section with Eq. 
An iteration method is employed to solve the system of Eqs. (23) and (24) and then substituting into Eq. (22) to get the mean impact axial crushing force.
Crushing Resistance of Sandwich Hat Sections with Foamfiller
Energy Absorption of Aluminum Foam
Wang, et al. [6] conducted a large number of experiments and recognized that the strain rate can be neglected for the aluminum foam if the initial impact velocity is lower than 8 m/s (Hanssen, et al. [7] showed that this is also accurate when the initial impact velocity is up to 25 m/s). To obtain the comprehensive crushing characteristic of the aluminum foam, some aluminum foam blocks are compressed in axial direction until an extremely high strain of over 0.85 and a common relationship are obtained, as shown in Figure 3 .
According to Figure 3 , there are two areas in the stress-strain curve of aluminum foam:
1. The plateau stress, 1 , is a long stable crushing region with a constant stress. 2. The densification strain, 0+ , is the rise of stress after a specific strain. In order to facilitate the calculation of the theoretical analysis, a polynomial of degree 3 is employed to fit the test data after the 0+ in a least-squares sense. The constitutive relationship of aluminum foam between stress and strain can be written as in Eq. (25):
where C = − 0+ ; B , B J K B are the coefficients of the polynomial divided by 1 .
In accordance with Figure (33) W = JB 1 C 2.052B P + 1.371B P + 0.685B (34) W # = 1.37JB 1 C 1 + B P + B P + B P 
where
The mean impact crushing force is obtained by minimizing Eq. (30) with respect to and , which ultimately results in [4] :
A system of two equations with two unknowns is constructed from Eqs. (42) and (43). A numerical iteration method is exploited to find out the value of and , and subsequently, the mean dynamic crushing force is gained by substituting the values of and into Eq. (30).
Double-hat section
The same procedure can be used for the double-hat section. The total energy absorption of the foam-filled superfolding element with an original height of 4 is defined by Eq. (44): 
Interaction Effect
In order to study the interaction effect of a column with aluminum foam filler such as sandwich top-hat and double-hat sections with foam-filler subjected to axial compressed force, two common methods are exploited [8] , namely an 'additive method' and a 'coupling method'.
According to the additive method, the mean crushing force of the foam-filled structure, ,1 , is separated into certain additive parts. Each of the parts represents the mean crushing load of every separate component in axial compression. The interaction effect is defined by Eq. (45) [8] :
where ,] are the mean crushing loads of each separate component when they are compressed axially, and ,] _ is the contribution to ,1 originating from interaction effects. In fact, it is important to the additive method that the interaction effect is excluded from each separate component.
Considering a foam-filled square tube with a cross-section B × B, Santosa, et al. [9] suggested a prediction of the mean crushing load:
where , is the mean crushing load of empty hat structures. In Eq. (46), the contribution of the interaction effects resembles the mean crushing load of a free foam column.
Based on a large number of experiments, Hanssen, et al. [10] formulated the following empirical formula:
where is the flow stress of the material. The interaction effects between the thin wall and the aluminum foam are a function of both geometrical parameters and material.
The mean crushing load of a foam-filled structure is the sum of each separate member as expressed in Eq. (48):
where ,]
6 are the contributions to ,1 from each member. There is a change in the folding wavelength and the effective crushing distance when aluminum foam filler is used.
A typical investigation of the coupling method is the research by Abramowicz, et al. [11] on the mean crushing load of polyurethane foam-filled columns. To identify the interaction effects of each member and the energy absorption effectively, the coupling method was utilized in the present study.
Many researchers designate 1 a as the uniaxial crushing resistance of aluminum foam. However, this practice is only suitable and reasonable when the aluminum foam is pressed until approximately 50%. In fact, it is important to notice that the ultimate strain of aluminum foam is higher than 0.73 (given that the effective impact crushing distance is regarded as 0.73 of the initial superfolding element's length). From Figure 3 , there is a boom of stress in the aluminum foam compression after a long stable duration. The energy absorption in this area is considerable and should be included. The column also has some contribution to the interaction effect because and are changed in the sandwich structure with aluminum foam filling.
The interaction effect originating from the column and the aluminum foam is expressed in Eqs. (49) Tables 1 and 2 give geometrical parameters of top-hat and double-hat sections, respectively (two tubes for each of case). 
Mesh Size
Belytschko-Tsay shell elements are employed to simulate the wall of the hat sections. The size of the shell elements is chosen with a suitable ratio of shell element length to hat-section perimeter. In this study, it was lower than 0.015.
The default eight-node solid element is used to model the rigid impactor. In this study, the foam block was simulated as a solid element with a ratio of solid element side to hat-section perimeter below 0.02.
Boundary and Contact Conditions
The bottom of the tube is clamped; the other end of the tube, which is struck by an impactor with an initial velocity of 8 m/s, is free.
Automatic-node-to-surface contact is applied for the contact between the impactor and the hat-structures. In order to avoid interpenetration of folds generated during axial collapse of the structure, automatic-single-surface contact is used. The contacts between the impactor and the foam filler, the column walls and foam filler are automatic-surface-to-surface contacts.
Constitutive Modeling of Material
Material of Thin Wall
The piecewise linear plasticity algorithm was applied for the material of the hatstructures. The hat-structures were made of mild steel RSt37 [5] , [12] with mechanical properties as shown in Table 3 . Where c is density, Q is Young's modulus, is initial yield stress, is ultimate stress, d is Poisson's ratio, is the power law exponent, * and e are the coefficients of Cowper and Symonds's equation. Table 3 Mechanical properties of mild steel RSt37 [5] , [12] . 
Aluminum Foam Filler
The accurate and simple model utilized in the simulation was MAT 154 Deshpande-Fleck Foam. Three densities of aluminum foam (0.17, 0.34 and 0.51 g/cm 3 ) were investigated with parameters as detailed in Table 4 . 
Aluminum Foam
Aluminum foam cubes with dimensions of 70 x 70 x 70 mm 3 were used in the compression simulations to compare their compressive behavior obtained from the analyses and experimental results in [13] . From Figure 5 , it can be inferred that the difference between the results from the simulation and experimental tests in [13] was insignificant. Hence, the model of aluminum foam in the simulation was suitable and reasonable. As introduced in Section 1.2.1, the curves of three different aluminum foam materials (in Figure 5 ) were fitted to a polynomial of degree 3 after the 0+ in a least square sense. The results are expressed in Eqs. 
Mean Dynamic Axial Crushing Load
A comparison between the theoretical prediction and the numerical analysis of hat-sections filled with three different amounts of aluminum foam is shown in Table 5 . It can be inferred that the discrepancy is generally small, acceptable (lower than 10%), except for sections with aluminum foam of 0.51 g/cm 3 (11.59% for TH2 and 14.35% for DH2). The reason can be the fracture of highdensity aluminum foam [13] and the dynamic effect not being eliminated completely from simulation. Therefore, the simulation model is valid. 
Energy Absorption and Interaction Effect
The effect of each component on the interaction effect is presented in Table 6 . Eqs. (49)-(51) are used to quantify these results. When filling with aluminum foam, the crushing force of tubular-hat structures and foam-filled components together are higher than of both separately. In the interaction effect, the contribution of the foam filler is dominant, i.e. it far outstrips that of the hat section. Another remark is that the higher the density of the aluminum foam, the bigger the interaction effect becomes.
In order to facilitate the understanding of the relationship with the interaction effect as shown in explicit results in Table 6 , a vivid illustration is given in Figure 6 (using the top-hat structure as an example) where these modes represent the mean crushing load or energy absorbing capability. The following conclusions are certain: 
Mass Specific Energy Absorption
The higher the density of the aluminum foam filler, the larger the mean dynamic axial crushing load gets, as already mentioned in Section 3.2. Yet, this remark provides only a superficial conclusion. To quantify the energy-absorbing efficiency of a structure, the mass specific energy absorption (mass SEA) is used as a popular measurement. This is the energy-absorption capacity per unit mass.
This formula is exploited to compute the SEA of the empty and foam-filled tubular-hat structures. The calculation results are presented in Table 7 : Table 7 illustrates the connection between the SEA and the density of the aluminum foam filler. Obviously, the SEA of the aluminum foam-filled tubularhat structures is higher than that of the empty ones. The higher the density of the aluminum foam filler, the higher the SEA obtained. This means that the structure becomes lighter when it is filled it with aluminum foam to absorb a specific amount of energy. The higher the density of the aluminum foam, the less mass is required. Furthermore, the aluminum foam filling enhances the stability of the structure.
The investigation of the SEA vs. various wall thicknesses for tubes with a crosssection similar to DH1's is shown Figure 7 . Generally, the dependence of SEA vs. wall thickness is a linear function with a positive gradient, as indicated in Figure 7 . This means that the SEA becomes higher with the increase of column thickness.
Based on Figures 7(a) and (b), the energy absorption capability of double-hat sections is better than that of top-hat sections because the SEA of the former is higher than that of the latter. This is valid for both non-filled and foam-filled cases. The cause for this outstanding performance is that there are eight superfolding elements in a wrinkle of double-hat sections, whereas top-hat sections have four superfolding elements. The change of the SEA for double-hat sections is faster than that for top-hat ones when raising the column thickness.
In addition, the filling aluminum foam entails a higher SEA and the SEA of the non-filled sections increases faster than that of the foam-filled ones (Figures 7(c) and 7(d)). With a high wall thickness value, the gap between non-filled and foam-filled is bridged. This indicates that the energy absorption primarily comes from the column wall with respect to the thick wall structure.
Conclusions
In this study, the behavior of sandwich tubular-hat sections with aluminum foam filler subjected to low velocity impact load was analyzed. The theoretical prediction of the behavior of the aluminum tubular-hat foam-filler structures agreed well with the numerical simulations. The energy absorption capability of double-hat sections is better than that of top-hat sections due to the higher number of superfolding elements. The mean crushing force of tubular-hat structures and foam filler components together is higher than of both separately. The higher the density of the aluminum foam filler, the more improvement is obtained. Aluminum foam filler has a dominant role in the interaction effect due to its stress-strain property. Meanwhile, the mean crushing force of the column itself rises marginally due to the variation of H and r when using aluminum foam filler. The SEA of the aluminum foam-filler tubular-hat structures is improved in comparison with that of the corresponding non-filled hat sections with the same thickness. For the thick wall structure, the gap between non-filled and foam-filled is narrowed due to the primary influence of the column wall on the energy absorption performance.
